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Cloud Backup Management with PowerHA SystemMirror

This IBM® Redpaper explains how to take a backup of your data by using either of two 
methods, and it explains how to recover your data if there is a disaster.

This paper addresses topics for IT architects, IT specialists, developers, sellers, and anyone 
looking to implement and manage backups in the cloud. Moreover, this publication provides 
documentation to transfer the how-to-skills to the technical teams and solution guidance to 
the sales team. This book complements the documentation that is available at 
IBM Documentation and aligns with the educational materials that are provided by 
IBM Garage™ for Systems Technical Education.

IBM PowerHA® SystemMirror® Version 7.2.3 introduces a feature that is called Cloud Backup 
Management (CBM) for IBM AIX®, which enables users to create a backup of their critical 
data by using either of the following two methods:

1. Cloud backup: PowerHA uses the IBM SAN Volume Controller (SVC) FlashCopy® 
function to create a backup of your data. Then, the created backup file is uploaded to the 
cloud By using cloud APIs. At the time of writing, PowerHA supports the IBM and AWS 
cloud providers.

2. Remote storage: Back up the data to remote storage by using the storage replication 
method.

This publication contains the following sections:

� How backup management works
� Recovering data by using backup management
� Software and hardware requirements
� Configuring a cloud backup to PowerHA
� Configuring a remote storage backup for PowerHA
� Restoring backup data that is stored in the cloud
� Conclusion
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How backup management works

To create a backup of application data, you must create a backup profile in PowerHA for the 
resource group for which that application is configured, as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1   Backup management diagram

The backup profile requires various pieces of information:

� Backup profile name: Provide the resource group name for the data that you want to back 
up.

� Enable backup: Yes or No.

� Volume groups.

� Type of backup: Cloud backup or remote backup.

� Associated replicated resources.

� The SVC storage that is associated with the cluster: At the time of writing, PowerHA 
supports SVC storage for taking a backup.

� Notify method.

If the backup type is Cloud, provide the following extra information:

� Cloud type: At the time of writing, IBM and AWS cloud storage are supported.

� The cloud bucket name: If the backup preference is Cloud.

� Encryption algorithm: You can select Disable, KMS, and AES for encryption. By default 
encryption is disabled. AES is supported by only IBM Cloud®.

� Compression: If you set this item to Enable, then the backup data will be compressed.

� Backup schedule: The exact time to take the backup.

� Backup frequency: How frequent the backup must be taken (for example, once every two 
days).
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� Incremental backup frequency in hours to take an incremental backup for every provided 
hour.

� Target location: Where the backup file is copied before uploading it to the cloud storage.

If the backup method is Cloud and the associated resource group is online, the backup 
process starts at the scheduled time, and an image file of the backup data is created at the 
target location that is set in the backup profile. Then, the image file is uploaded to the bucket 
in the cloud storage.

If the backup method is remote_storage, the data replication from the local SVC storage disk 
to the remote SVC storage disk starts and will be synchronized with the primary storage.

Recovering data by using backup management

Backup management helps you to back up the application data at a set frequency and upload 
the backup to cloud storage, as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2   Backup to cloud view
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You can use this feature to make backups that have the most recently updated application 
data, as shown in Figure 3. This data can be restored at any point to recover from a disaster 
situation.

Figure 3   Backup as a remote copy view

Software and hardware requirements

Here are the requirements to create backup profiles in PowerHA:

� PowerHA SystemMirror Version 7.2.3 or later.

� Install Python Version 2.7 or later in all nodes of the cluster.

� The disks from SVC storage that are assigned to the nodes of the cluster.

� The PowerHA nodes must have cloud (IBM or AWS) connectivity before you configure the 
backup profile.

� The size of the source and target storage must be the same.
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Configuring a cloud backup to PowerHA

If resource group RG1 with volume group VG1 (created on disks hdisk18 and hdisk19) is 
configured for a backup profile in PowerHA, complete the following steps:

1. Enable SSH communication to the storage of all the involved nodes.

2. Configure the SVC storage systems to use PowerHA by using either of the following 
methods:

– Use the clmgr command to add all the SVC storage systems whose disks are assigned 
to nodes in the cluster to PowerHA. If you have disks from SVC storage, for example, 
90.90.90.1, and SSH communication is enabled for the admin user, the command to 
add the storage system to PowerHA is as follows:

clmgr add storage_system storage1 TYPE=SVC ADDRESSES=90.90.90.1 USER=admin 
BACKUP_PROFILE=true

– The storage systems can also be added by using smit. Run smitty hacmp and select 
Cluster Applications and Resources → Cloud Backup Configuration → Storage 
Configuration → Add Storage Configuration.

3. Create subsequent mappings for the disks in the volume group and in the storage.

A mapping is created between two disks: source and target. The source disk is a disk on 
which the volume group VG1 is created. In this sample scenario, the source disks are 
hdisk18 and hdisk19.

With SVC storage, you can create mappings between two disks that are the same size. 
Check whether you have the same number of target disks and source disks that are the 
same size and shared across all the nodes of each site. After identifying such disks, note 
them (hdisk21and hdisk22).

To create a mapping, get the name of the disks (all source and target disks) in the SVC 
storage because you create them by logging in to the storage either by using a GUI or a 
CLI. Complete the following steps:

a. The first step in identifying the names of the disks in the storage is to get the UUID of 
the disks in the nodes. To get the UUID of the disks, run the command lspv -u, which 
lists all the disks with PVIDs and UUIDs, as shown in Example 1.

Example 1   List of all disks with PVIDs and UUIDs

hdisk PVID VG UUID
hdisk18      00fab22e1277d1bc      VG1  3321360050764008101D3F8000000000005F604214503
hdisk19      00fab22e1277d1f7      VG2       3321360050764008101D3F8000000000005F704214503
hdisk21      00fab22e1277d270     None      3321360050764008101D3F8000000000005F904214503
hdisk22      00fab22e1277d2ad      None     3321360050764008101D3F8000000000005FA04214503

b. After getting the UUID of the source and target hdisks, match it with the disks in SVC 
storage by logging in to the storage through the GUI or the CLI. To log in by using the 
CLI, run the command:

# ssh admin@90.90.90.1
SVC_STORAGE: admin>

c. After you are logged in, use the lshostvdiskmap command to list all the volume disks 
(VDisks) that are mapped to the hosts:

SVC_STORAGE: admin>lshostvdiskmap | grep -w <hostname>

The command lists all the disks from storage that are mapped to a hostname. From the 
list, match the UUID values that you got earlier from running the lspv -u command. 
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The list is displayed as shown in Example 2 (showing the values of only the selected 
disks).

Example 2   Listing all disks from the storage by using the lshostvdiskmap command 

ID name  SCSI_ID vdisk_NAME vdisk_UID
69 Node1 13 359 Node1_1 60050764008101D3F8000000000005F6 0   io_grp0  private
69 Node1 14 360 Node1_2 60050764008101D3F8000000000005F7 0   io_grp0  private
69 Node1 16 362 Node1_4 60050764008101D3F8000000000005F9 0   io_grp0  private
69 Node1 17 363 Node15 60050764008101D3F8000000000005FA 0   io_grp0  private

From the list shown in Example 2, you see that the names of the source disks hdisk18, 
hdisk19 are Node1_1, Node1_2, and the names of the target disks hdisk21, hdisk22 
are Node1_4 and Node1_5.

d. Create a FlashCopy consistency group, create a FlashCopy mapping, and add the 
mappings to the created consistency group. To create a FlashCopy consistency group 
with the name sample_consistency_group, run following command on the storage CLI:

mkfcconsistgrp -name sample_consistency_group

e. Create the FlashCopy mappings one by one for the source disks by including the 
consistency group name in the commands. Here is the command to create FlashCopy 
mapping between source disk Node1_1 (hdisk18) to target disk Node1_4 (hdisk21):

mkfcmap -source Node1_1 -target Node1_4 -consistgrp sample_consistency_group

The command creates a mapping between the source and target disks, and adds the 
mapping to the consistency group in sample_consistency_group. You can add as many 
mappings as needed to the same consistency group. In Example 2, you have one more 
source disk, so you create another mapping and add it to the same consistency group 
sample_consistency_group by running the following command:

mkfcmap -source Node1_2 -target Node1_5 -consistgrp sample_consistency_group

f. To verify the addition of mappings and consistency groups, use the following 
commands:

i. lsfcconsistgrp: Lists all the consistency groups in the storage.

ii. lsfcconsistgrp <cg_name>: Displays information about a specific consistency 
group (cg). For example:

SVC_STORAGE:admin>lsfcconsistgrp fc_cg_1
id 4
name fc_cg_1
status idle_or_copied
autodelete off
start_time
FC_mapping_id 6
FC_mapping_name fcmap2 
SVC_STORAGE:admin>

iii. lsfcmap: Lists all the mappings that are created in the storage.

iv. lsfcmap <fc_map_name>: Displays information about a specific fc map. For 
example:

SVC_STORAGE:admin>lsfcmap fcmap2
id 6
name fcmap2
source_vdisk_id 359
source_vdisk_name Node1_1
target_vdisk_id 362
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target_vdisk_name Node1_4
group_id 4
group_name fc_cg_1
status idle_or_copied
progress 0
copy_rate 100
start_time
dependent_mappings 0
autodelete off
clean_progress 100
clean_rate 100
incremental off
difference 100
grain_size 256
IO_group_id 0
IO_group_name io_grp0
partner_FC_id
partner_FC_name
restoring no
rc_controlled no
keep_target no
type generic
restore_progress 0
fc_controlled no
SVC_STORAGE:admin>

4. Configuring a cloud backup profile to PowerHA.

A cloud backup profile can be added to PowerHA by using the clmgr command or by 
running smitty hacmp and selecting Cluster Applications and Resources → Cloud 
Backup Configuration → Backup Profiles → Add Backup Profile.

The clmgr command creates a cloud backup profile as follows:

clmgr add backup_profile RG1 ENABLE_BACKUP=yes BACKUP_METHOD=cloud 
REPLICATED_RESOURCES=sample_consistency_group STORAGE_NAME=storage1 
BUCKET_NAME=pha-bucket TARGET_LOCATION=/tmp VOLUME_GROUP=VG1 
BACKUP_SCHEDULE=17:30

After the backup profile is added, check the configuration by using the clmgr query 
backup_profile <rg_name> command. If needed, modify the configuration by using the 
clmgr modify backup_profile command.

The backup profile configuration is stored in an XML configuration file.

5. Start the PowerHA cluster services.

6. As the backup profile is configured, the backup process is triggered at the scheduled 
backup time of 17:30, which internally creates an image file from the disk data. This file is 
uploaded to the cloud bucket. The default backup is triggered at 00:42.

7. The backup process takes about 45 minutes for 5 GB of data.
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Figure 4 shows a sample file that was uploaded to the cloud.

Figure 4   Sample file uploaded to the cloud

8. To query the list of backup files that were uploaded to the cloud, use the following clmgr 
command:

# clmgr query backup_files RG_NAME=RG1
r1r2m2p57_cluster_RG1_VG1_hdisk11.2020-11-23_05:35:00.315851.img

Figure 5 shows a flowchart detailing how frequently a backup is moved to the cloud.

Figure 5   Flowchart explains how frequently a backup is uploaded to the cloud
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Configuring a remote storage backup for PowerHA

The remote_storage backup works by creating Global Mirror remote_copy relationships 
between the master and auxiliary disks. The disk with the volume group is the master disk, 
and the disk to which the replication is directed to is the auxiliary disk. Consider the storage of 
the master disk as the primary storage and the storage of the auxiliary disk as the auxiliary 
storage.

Both the storage system profiles are added to PowerHA by using the clmgr command or the 
smit interface. Assume that you added storage 1 (primary storage, 90.90.90.1) and storage 2 
(auxiliary storage, 90.90.90.3).

Using the same scenario, that is, RG1 with VG1 (created on hdiskAA), to add the 
remote_storage backup profile, you need at least one disk (the auxiliary disk) that is the same 
size as the master disk from a different SVC storage that is mapped to at least one of the 
nodes in the cluster. You also can set the auxiliary disk as a dedicated disk to one node in the 
cluster or, in a different context, not as a shared disk across all nodes in the cluster.

With the previous assumptions, to configure a remote storage backup for PowerHA, complete 
the following steps:

1. Log in to each storage to find the names of the master and auxiliary disks in their 
respective storages by matching the UUIDs. Assume that the names of the master and 
auxiliary disks are Node1_XX (primary storage) and Node2_YY (auxiliary storage).

2. Create a remote_copy consistency group by using the CLI to log in to the storage by using 
SSH by using the following command:

SVC_STORAGE_primary: mkrcconsistgrp -name <consistency_group_name> -cluster 
<cluster_id_OR_cluster_name>

In place of cluster_id or cluster_name, provide the name or ID of the remote storage 
where the auxiliary disk is.

3. Find the various storages that are connected by using the lssystemip command, which 
shows the local storage and the remote storage with all the necessary information. The 
command output is shown in Example 3.

Example 3   The lssystemip command shows the locate and remote storage information

cluster_id cluster_name location port_id IP_address subnet_mask gateway IP_address_6 prefix_6 gateway_6
0000010000000001 SVC_STORAGE_primary local 1 90.90.90.1 255.255.255.0 90.90.90.9
0000010000000001 SVC_STORAGE_primary local 2 90.90.90.2 255.255.255.0 90.90.90.9
0000010000000002 SVC_STORAGE_secondary remote 1 90.90.90.3 255.255.255.0 90.90.90.9
0000010000000002 SVC_STORAGE_secondary remote 2 90.90.90.4 255.255.255.0 90.90.90.9

To create a consistency group from SVC_STORAGE_primary (where the master disk is) and 
SVC_STORAGE_secondary, run the following command:

SVC_STORAGE_primary: mkrcconsistgrp -name sample_remote_cg -cluster 
SVC_STORAGE_secondary

4. Create the remote_copy relationships by using the disk names that are found after 
matching the UUIDs by using the following mkrcrelationship:

mkrcrelationship -master Node1_XX -aux Node2_YY -cluster SVC_STORAGE_secondary 
-consistgrp sample_remote_cg -global
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5. To verify the remote copy consistency groups and their relationships, use the 
lsrcconsistgrp and lsrcrelationship commands. For example:

SVC_STORAGE_primary:admin>lsrcconsistgrp rc_cg_1
id 20
name rc_cg_1
master_cluster_id 0000010000000001
master_cluster_name SVC_STORAGE_primary
aux_cluster_id 0000010000000002
aux_cluster_name SVC_STORAGE_secondary
primary master
state inconsistent_stopped
relationship_count 1
freeze_time
status
sync
copy_type global
cycling_mode none
cycle_period_seconds 300
RC_rel_id 360
RC_rel_name rcrel0

SVC_STORAGE_primary:admin> lsrcrelationship rcrel0
id 360
name rcrel0
master_cluster_id 0000010000000001
master_cluster_name SVC_STORAGE_primary
master_vdisk_id 360
master_vdisk_name Node1_XX
aux_cluster_id 0000010000000002
aux_cluster_name SVC_STORAGE_secondary
aux_vdisk_id 908
aux_vdisk_name Node2_YY
primary master
consistency_group_id 20
consistency_group_name rc_cg_1
state inconsistent_stopped
bg_copy_priority 50
progress 0
freeze_time
status online
sync
copy_type global
cycling_mode none
cycle_period_seconds 300
master_change_vdisk_id
master_change_vdisk_name
aux_change_vdisk_id
aux_change_vdisk_name

6. Configure the remote backup profile to PowerHA by completing the following steps:

a. The remote backup profile can be added to PowerHA by using the clmgr command, or 
by using the smit interface by running smitty hacmp and selecting Cluster 
Applications and Resources → Cloud Backup Configuration → Backup 
Profiles → Add Backup Profile → Remote Storage.
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b. The clmgr command creates a cloud backup profile as follows:

clmgr add backup_profile RG1 ENABLE_BACKUP=yes BACKUP_METHOD=remote_storage 
REPLICATED_RESOURCES=sample_remote_cg STORAGE_NAME=storage1, storage2 
VOLUME_GROUP=VG1

c. Check the configuration by using the clmgr query backup_profile <rg_name> 
command. If needed, modify the configuration by using the clmgr modify command.

The configuration is stored in an XML file.

7. Start the cluster services.

8. The remote backup starts copying the data. The state of the copy group in the storage 
changes to the consistent_synchronized state, as shown in Example 4.

Example 4   The lsrcconsistgrp command shows the state of the copy group

SVC_STORAGE_primary:admin>lsrcconsistgrp
id 20
name rc_cg_1
master_cluster_id 0000010000000001
master_cluster_name SVC_STORAGE_primary
aux_cluster_id 0000010000000002
aux_cluster_name SVC_STORAGE_secondary
primary master
state consistent_synchronized
relationship_count 1
freeze_time
status
sync
copy_type global
cycling_mode none
cycle_period_seconds 300
RC_rel_id 360
RC_rel_name rcrel0
SVC_STORAGE_primary:admin>

Restoring backup data that is stored in the cloud

To restore backup data that is stored in the cloud, complete the following steps:

1. Download the file from the cloud storage by using boto3, as shown in Example 5.

Example 5   Python sample code to download a file

import boto3
s3 = boto3.client('s3')
s3.download_file('BUCKET_NAME', 'BACKUP_FILE', 'LOCAL_FILE_NAME')

2. Previously backup content can be retrieved by using the following command:

dd if=/backup_file of=/dev/<target disk> bs=1024

3. Verify the content after the restore by using the following command:

importvg -V <majornumber> -y <vgname>  <hdisk>

Prerequisite: The restore disk size must match the primary volume group disk size.
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Conclusion

Backup management helps users to automatically back up application data either to cloud 
storage at a specified time and frequency or mirror the data volumes to remote storage disk 
when the cluster services are running in a stable state. Using this feature means that the 
application data is always available to be restored.
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